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Introduction 

[1] Dollhouse explores the question of what might happen i f humanity 

had the technology to overwrite the human brain with the personal it ies of 

others.  At fi rst, i t merely explores one form of the exploitation that would 

undoubtedly take place.  Advancements in technology, guided by the ever -

increasing power of global capital ism, 

would result in masses of people being 

exploited in the service of a few.  

Rossum, a corporation spearheading 

technological advancement, opens 

several “dol lhouses,” or high tech 

brothels.  People “volunteer” to give up 

five years of their l ives to be a dol l .  

They wi l l  remember nothing of their time in the dol lhouse, and they wi l l  

receive substantial  f inancial benefits from their time as dol ls.  But Dollhouse 

is more than a simple cautionary tale about the unchecked power of 

technology.  Echo begins her journey as one of the exploited, a dol l , to be 

overwritten time and again in order to f i l l  the needs of a powerful and 

wealthy el i te, but something happens to her along the way.  She becomes 

able to use the technology subversively and to create a posthuman 

subjectivity that is both at odds with and in debt t o the technological 

tampering that at first rendered her powerless.  

[2] Narratives often hinge on epiphanies.  A protagonist‟s development 

might begin or at least take a crucial turn at a single epiphanic moment.  

Echo, the protagonist in Joss Whedon‟s Dollhouse, does not have a single 

epiphanic moment.  Or rather, she has several epiphanic moments, each one 



 

 

singular.  The difference is in the repetition, repetition not just with  a 

difference, but as a difference.  In each of these epiphanic moments, Echo 

proves that she is not interested in any version of a patriarchal, hegemonic, 

or normative narrative (fantasy) of the world. That is a story she simply wi l l  

not be a part of. Some of the imprints within her— identities, not subjects—

might be comfortable l iv ing in such a story world, a world wherein she fulfi l ls 

the fantasies of others.  Echo—a subject, not just an identity— refuses this 

narrative placement.1  Indeed, she does more than refuse the narrative 

placement; she changes the narrative itself.  I argue that Echo‟s 

subjectivization process—posthuman in its essence (or perhaps its lack of 

essence)— is wrapped up in narrative considerations. In short, I argue that 

the subject is the story and the story is the subject.   

[3] Further, I argue that the process of posthuman subjectivization, 

rooted in narrative and involving both being and knowing, is an ongoing 

feedback loop involving several discrete elements. First there must be an 

ontological  awareness—a moment (or moments) of epiphany in which one‟s 

place in the story (or in the world) becomes clear. After the initial  

ontological awareness, an epistemological drive kicks in, a drive to know and 

to act with at least a measure of agency in the story (world).  The 

epistemological drive creates the opportunity for one‟s self story to interact 

with the larger narrative in which that self story is placed. Final ly a revised 

ontological awareness grows out of the interaction between the self story 

and the larger narrative, a revised awareness that enables the changing of 

the narrative—not just the narrative of the self, but also the larger narrative 

in which that self is placed.  Echo exempli fies a posthuman narrative onto -

epistemology because her subjectivization process, enacted in, through, and 

by narrative, involves changing the story after finding her place within it.  I 

further argue that the conditions of possibi l i ty for this narrative (and other 

narratives unfolding in this medium and in related  ones right now), 

specifical ly the col laborative nature of storytel l ing as is demanded by the 

division of labor necessary for a television show to be successful, is a 

component of the narrative system itself and that this multi -authored 

storytel l ing, in turn, fosters the development of characters who themselves 

have authorial  agency. The narrative proper, that is, is refracted through the 

lens of i ts method of creation and is thereby diffracted in such a way as to 



 

 

create self-similar patterns (or fractals) in both the narrative content and 

the narrative form.   

 

Subjectivization 

[4] Before outl ining Echo‟s subjectivization process, i t is important to 

establ ish what exactly is meant by subjectivization.  In the simplest terms, 

subjectivization is merely the process of becoming a subject.  This process is 

characterized by one‟s relation to power structures and by one‟s struggle to 

narrate the process, a struggle that results in a coherent story with gaps 

signifying bits of the psyche that cannot be adequately w ritten into the 

larger coherent self story. Fol lowing a Foucauldian model (which itself 

fol lows an Althusserian model), Judith Butler argues in her book The Psychic 

Li fe of Power: Theories in Subjection  that the process of coming to be as a 

subject, a process which she cal ls subjectivation, is one that is governed by 

the discursive and material  structures of power in place prior to the 

individual ‟s arrival (83-84).  That is, our subject-ness is wrapped up in the 

structure of power into which we are born.  We come to be within these 

structures and in relation to these structures.  For Butler, though, there is 

something left over, a part of us that does not get folded into the subject, 

which she cal ls the psychic remainder (86). The psychic remainder is part o f 

the psyche, but it is not a part of the self story that constitutes the subject 

i tself. Whatever cannot be reconci led within the self story constitutes this 

psychic remainder and exists outside of the subject.  To put it in Butlerian 

terms, the psychic remainder includes the unconscious, exceeds discursive 

l imits, and resists the normalizing forces that form and maintain the subject.  

Butler claims that “[t]he account of subject formation is thus a double fiction 

at cross-purposes with itself, repeatedly symptomatizing what resists 

narration” (124).  What one does not consciously know lurks in the margins 

of the self-story as a “lost object [that] continues to haunt and inhabit the 

ego as one of i ts constitutive identi ficat ions” (134).  What one comes to 

know as oneself, then, is not the whole story.  

[5] Slavoj Žižek conceptual izes this psychic remainder in sl ightly 

different terms, arguing that for Lacan, and thus also for him, “there is 

always a hard kernel, a leftover which persists and cannot be reduced  to a 



 

 

universal play of i l lusory mirroring” (47).  This kernel is not just hard; it is 

traumatic.  In individual psychic systems (people), the traumatic kernel is 

something akin to an essence that threads throughout someone‟s 

chronological journey. In larger systems (social systems, for example), the 

traumatic kernel would be proportional ly larger.  According to Žižek, our 

attempts to represent the phenomenon of concentration camps are “so many 

attempts to elude the fact that we are deal ing here with the „r eal ‟ of our 

civi l ization which returns as the same traumatic kernel in al l  social  systems” 

(50).  The chaos we feel internal ly echoes through social systems as wel l .  

We see both of these ideas—the traumatic kernel at the individual level and 

at the societal level—enacted in Dollhouse.2   

[6] To complicate this notion of the traumatic kernel, which is a 

version of the humanist theory (and fantasy) of essence, I turn for a moment 

to cybernetic theory.  Bruce Clarke, addressing Bruno Latour‟s theories 

accounting for the equating of humans with cybernetic forms of intel l igence, 

argues that such a view of “l i fe” provides l iberation from essence (55).  He 

states, 

 

Latour‟s paral lel  view of the morphism of the human is a neocybernetic 

turn putting operational flesh on the bones of the postmodern 

observation that the human is a rhetorical construction.  Indeed, the 

human l ies not in the possession of an essence but in the el icit ing and 

instrumental izing of a conviction, in a persuasion that is present—but 

also, in Latour‟s terms, in the continuous translation of i tself into 

being by social communications. (59)  

 

This description suggests a radical constructedness of the human (or, in 

Echo‟s case, the posthuman) psyche, a constructedness that resembles the 

constructedness of narratives.  Or rather, i t both resembles and engages 

with the constructedness of narratives.  In his book, Posthuman 

Metamorphosis ,  Bruce Clarke, applying a systems-theoretical approach, 

argues that rearticulating narrative theories through second-order systems 

concepts, borrowed from neocybernetic theory, “recuperates their residual 

humanisms for a posthumanist narratology that factors narrative 



 

 

communications into the wider complex of social  and psychic functions” (7). 3  

He goes on to conceptual ize narrative as part of a complex set of systems:  

 

Narrative is a primary formal and thematic program running on 

the complex infrastructures of social  and psychic systems.  The 

medium of narrative in society is the network of metabiotic 

meaning systems and their media environments.  The 

maintenance-in-being of narratives in any textual medium has to 

be continuously reconstructed within social  systems that can use 

them as elements of communicative exchange.  Over time these 

contingencies ensure the continuous  transformation of narratives 

and, from fictions of metamorphosis to histories of social  

evolution, the continuous recreation of narratives of 

transformation. (13) 

 

That is, the construction of human and posthuman beings fol lows an 

evolutionary path that runs paral lel  to the evolution of the way we tel l  

stories and the way we think about the way we tel l  stories.  My goal here is 

to tease out some of the interconnections between the posthuman psyche 

and the nature of narrative as it is exempli fied in Dollhouse, particularly by 

looking at these elements as systems within and among other systems.  

 

Narrative and Metanarrative 

[7] A ful l  discussion of current trends in narratology is beyond the 

scope of this paper, but a brief look at the conversation wi l l  be he lpful.  In 

her seminal book, Narratology , Meike Bal argues that narrative “is a cultural 

phenomenon, partaking of cultural processes” and that “it is the conditions 

of possibi l i ty of those processes that constitute the interest of narrative 

analysis” (9).  She does not bel ieve, however, that the actual process of 

creating narrative is worth crit ical attention: “[H]ow writers proceed we 

cannot know.  Nor do we need, or even want to” (9).  On this point, I 

disagree.  In other areas of scholarship, the process  of composition has 

become at times more important than the final product.  The most obvious 



 

 

example is in the rise of process-oriented pedagogy in composition studies, 

but Jeremy Green appl ies these principles to a crit ique of postmodern 

American fiction in his book Late Postmodernism: American Fiction at the 

Mil lenium , which he describes as “an examination of the generative 

pressures on contemporary writing, a study of how the various cultural and 

economic forces that now impinge on writers condition the relationship 

between l i terary strategy and l i terary field” (5).  In “Toward a 

Socionarratology: New Ways of Analyzing Natural -Language Narratives,” 

David Herman combines narratological methodologies with sociol inguistic 

ones to create a socionarratology that seeks to explore narrative not just as 

a product but also a process.  He argues that “[t]his merging of theories and 

methodologies suggests that any analysis of narrative structure must be 

complemented by an account of how storytel lers communicate” (223 ). He 

goes on to argue the fol lowing:  

 

[R]ather than being consigned beforehand to the domain of the random 

and unpredictable, facts about the production and processing of stories 

should be anchored in the actual practice of participants engaged in 

narrative communication.  Put otherwise, by changing our methods for 

studying narrative, we may discover unexpected patterns in the way 

that stories are used to faci l i tate communication. (220)  

 

[8] Additional ly, Whedon scholars are writing about the composition 

process(es).  J. Douglas Rabb and J. Michael Richardson‟s “Myth, Metaphor, 

Moral ity and Monsters: The Espenson Factor and Cognitive Science in Joss 

Whedon‟s Love Ethic” addresses the fact that Jane Espenson‟s training in 

cognitive science, particularly her contribution to theories surrounding the 

metaphor, contributes to the narrative text and the narrative ethic (par 29).  

In her address at Slayage 4, Rhonda Wilcox closely examines Espenson‟s 

drafts of “Pangs” in order to come to a deeper understanding of the episode 

and its metaphorical and pol it ical resonances (“Let i t Simmer”).  Janet K. 

Halfyard turns to the importance of the music as a part of the creation of 

narrative in much of her work.  In “Love, Death, Curses and Reverses (in F 

Minor): Music, Gender, and Identity in Buffy the Vampire Slayer and Angel ,” 



 

 

Halfyard argues that the music performs important writerly functions, 

particularly in the creation of character identities.  Final ly, several authors 

address the role of the fans in the creation and extension of the narrative. 4   

[9] These examples highlight the much needed turning of crit ical 

attention to the different voices in the creation of the narrative. My 

argument diverges in its focus on the col laborative nature of the writing of 

television narrative as a crucial  aspect of the narrative itself, an aspect that 

is reflected in the narrative text i tself.  Despite the fact that many episodes 

are credited to one individual, we know from interviews and DVD special 

features that the writer‟s room is the place the narrative gets formed, and it 

does so through conversation.  This observation seems crucial to an analysis 

of television writing, which is, by virtue of the conditions of production, 

col laborative. There may be a central figure (Whedon, Abrams , Bochco, etc.) 

given most of the credit, but the key to television narrative‟s success is the 

col laborative nature of storytel l ing.  David Kociemba argues in his article 

“„Over- identi fy Much?‟: Passion, „Passion,‟ and the Author -Audience Feedback 

Loop in Buffy the Vampire Slayer” that the serial  narrative form, particularly 

in the digital  age, al lows for a feedback loop between authors, audience, and 

the text i tself.  He further argues that authorial  agency resides not merely in 

the credited authors but also in the actors and in the audience members 

themselves (pars. 1-3).  The story, then, becomes a multi -authored text, 

just as Echo, herself, is a multi -authored text.   

[10] I in no way mean to suggest that we try to parse out individual 

voices as a methodology.  That is beside the point.  It is the conversation 

that matters here—the content of the conversation, yes, but more 

importantly, the fact of i t.  I am arguing that an awareness of the changes 

that have taken place within the narrative systems that most capture and 

represent society to itself is necessary to developing a deep understanding 

of the narratives themselves.  It is not just that the play‟s the thing, but 

rather that the creation  of the play‟s the thing.  To that end, we have to look 

at the narrative process as wel l  as the narrative product, which we might, 

fol lowing Arwen Spicer, alternatively call  the metanarrative and the narrative 

(par. 1). 



 

 

[11] Spicer addresses this interplay between the metanarrative and the 

narrative itself in her article “ „It‟s Bloody Bri l l iant!‟ The Undermining of 

Metanarrative Feminism in the Season Seven Arc Narrative of Buffy.” Spicer 

argues that the feminist metanarrative, couched in terms of taking back the 

agency of the slayer story, is ultimately self -undermining because it merely 

reinscribes a hierarchical pattern of authority.  The overtly pol it ical 

metanarrative goal, Spicer argues, overrides the narrative means, which 

themselves fal l  short of that goal.  That is, the goal of shared slayer power—

a clearly feminist pol i t ics—becomes so important to reach that the means of 

reaching it fal l  short of a feminist, dialogic ideal (pars. 1 -3).  Spicer is 

pointing to the fai lure of the two layers of narrative t o harmonize.  My 

objective is quite the opposite.  I wish to show how these layers are echoes 

of each other.  I wi l l  attempt to show how narrative and subjectivization 

work together at the level of the narrat ive proper and then turn to the traces 

we might find in the narrative process that tie into the phenomenon of 

posthuman subjectivization.  

 

Narrative onto-epistemology in Echo 

[12] To situate Echo‟s subjectivization process, and its reflection of the 

process by which it was created, i t wi l l  be helpful to  turn for a moment to 

Buffy‟s trajectory.  J. Douglas Rabb and J. Michael Richardson argue that 

Whedon‟s narratives often revolve around existential  choices, particularly 

choices that his heroes must make for which they are not granted authority 

by anyone or anything, not even narrative authority.  They argue that “moral 

choice can best be explained through narrative” and “is usual ly grounded in 

metaphorical thought based on, proceeding from, prototypes rather than in 

absolute ethical principles or abstract  universal moral rules” (par. 10).  The 

choices that the characters make are made possible by the conditions of the 

narrative itself—the events leading up to the moment of choice, the “nature” 

of the character, etc.  These choices, in turn, affect the way the narrative 

unfolds.  I argue that they do more than that, however.  In Whedon‟s texts, 

the choices the characters make often involve changing the very terms of the 

narrative.  For example, Buffy is the chosen one, The Slayer.  That identity 

and subject position define who she is. But then she changes the terms.  



 

 

When Wil low works her mojo and turns al l  the potentials into ful l -fledged 

Slayers, the terms of the narrative have changed, and this crucial  change, in 

turn, radical ly alters Buffy‟s own identity .  Now she is not the only slayer.  

She shares the power—and the responsibil i ty—with hundreds of others.   

[13] The subjectivization process has much to do with power, 

particularly in the Foucauldian model.  Becoming as a subject is about 

learning one‟s configuration within power structures.  In her article “ „It ‟s 

About Power‟: Buffy, Foucault, and the Quest for the Self,” Jul ie Sloan 

Brannon argues that Buffy‟s coming to be as a subject echoes the 

Foucauldian model of subjectivization within discourses and  structures of 

power.  The hero‟s quest is, for Buffy, to find her self.  In changing the 

world, changing the story and the power dynamics, Buffy finds not just her 

cal l ing, but her self.  A similar trajectory unfolds for Echo.  Prior to Rossum‟s 

tampering with her brain, Echo was Carol ine Farrel l , but, l ike the other dol ls, 

Echo does not have access to the personal ity that was original ly hers.  Echo 

must come to be as a subject—and a posthuman one at that—by slowly 

accessing the fragments of Carol ine‟s sto ry, and she does this largely by 

accessing these fragments external ly.  That is, she does not integrate 

Carol ine into her psyche unti l  very late in the narrative.  Unti l  then, she 

must piece the story together as though Carol ine is and always was someone 

e lse.  Carol ine herself, locked away on a “wedge,” the storage device on 

which different personal it ies reside, constitutes Echo‟s psychic remainder, 

and it is only through the reintegration of this psychic remainder that the 

self story can be complete.  

[14] Echo, l ike Buffy, is chosen.  This chosen-ness is based on a 

microbiological predisposition on the part of the body of Carol ine.  Carol ine 

is special, chosen by the patriarchy, a trope any Whedonite is sure to 

recognize.5 But the most crucial  aspect here  is the fact that the patriarchal 

chosen-ness rests on the narrative‟s being control led by that patriarchy.  

When Echo, l ike Buffy before her, changes the story itself, she effectively 

changes her own role both in the story and in relation to the story. Th e 

crucial di fference between Buffy‟s chosen -ness and Echo‟s l ies at the point in 

the unfolding of the narrative in which they each (and by extension, we as 

viewers) learn that information.  We know from the start that Buffy is 

chosen, but with Echo, that information is withheld unti l  near the end.  In 



 

 

her essay “Not (Yet) Knowing: Epistemological Effects of Deferred and 

Suppressed Information in Narrative,” Emma Kafalenos reminds us that  

 

[r]eaders construct fabulas as they read.  Each version of fabula tha t 

readers construct during the process of reading is a configuration.  

Readers interpret events as they are revealed in relation to the 

configuration they have assembled at that stage in their reading.  As 

the fabula one creates grows and extends, the conf iguration in relation 

to which one interprets events expands.  Interpretations shift as one 

reads because the configuration changes. (52)   

 

Buffy‟s chosen-ness is something that defines her fabula-construction and 

the part she plays within it.  Echo‟s is,  by contrast, lurking in the margins as 

a question, a possibil i ty perhaps sensed, but certainly less involved in 

shaping Echo‟s becoming.  Her biological essence is a factor, but i t is not 

given the privi leged position; the essence, l ike Buffy‟s stake, is not the 

power.  Echo chooses an acceptance of radical constructedness over essence, 

and it is this constructedness (and, indeed, the acceptance of i t) that 

signifies the power.   

[15] Throughout Season One, Echo proves herself to be a bit di fferent, 

special.  Her dol l  status seems more aware than the other dol ls, and she is 

in great demand as an Active.  It is not unti l  “Omega” (1.12), the 

penultimate episode of Season One, however, that we see her subjectivize as 

a ful ly aware person of her own, a person capable of accessing, or at this 

stage, perhaps just hearing, the variety of personal it ies in her head.  Echo is 

not the first dol l  to become aware of the many people who comprise her.  

Alpha, the renegade, evolved dol l  who escaped the dol lhouse prior to the 

viewer‟s arrival in the narrative, experienced this same phenomenon in his 

composite event, an “unfortunate technological anomaly” in which Alpha 

gained access to multiple personal it ies, including personal it ies that had been 

wiped from his brain (“Briar Rose” 1.11).  Alpha‟s subjectivization is 

demonized—at least at this point.  He is unable to integrate his personal ities 

successful ly and smoothly, so he becomes a jumble of different personal it ies 

the access to which he cannot completely control, resulting in the formation 



 

 

of a psychopathic genius.  His fantasy of being the first Ubermensch results 

in his plan to make his very own UberEve, and Echo is his choice.  He sees 

that she is special as wel l  and returns to the dol lhouse to help her ascend as 

he has ascended. But, of course, he underestimates her connection to 

humanity.  The scene in which Alpha attempts to meet his Omega is a crucial  

one for Echo‟s subjectivization, despite the fact that after being wiped from 

this experience and put back to Dol l  status, she wi l l  have to come to 

awareness again and again before it final ly sticks.  Alpha arranges for 

Carol ine to be imprinted into the body of Wendy, an unfortunate casualty of 

Alpha ‟s spree.  He wants to create Echo‟s composite event so that the first 

thing she confronts when she becomes aware is her own human past, her 

traumatic kernel. He plans for Echo to renounce her humanity and embrace 

her posthumanity by ki l l ing Carol ine, but she comes to an understanding of 

this evolution that is fundamental ly different from Alpha‟s understanding.  

Rising from the chair, she says, “I get i t .  Now I understand everything” 

(“Omega”).  She explains the composite experience l ike this: “I can sl ip into 

one.  Actual ly, i t sl ips into me.  They had to make room for i t.  They 

hol lowed me out.  There is no me.  I‟m just a container” (“Omega”).  

Refusing to play the role in the story that Alpha has written for her, she 

shows a gl immer of the rebel l ious sp irit that wi l l  always refuse the narrative 

placement in which whatever powers that be attempt to contain her.  After 

the fight with Alpha, Echo says to Carol ine, “I‟m just the porch l ight.  

Waiting for you” (“Omega”).  Here, upon first becoming Echo and confronted 

with her traumatic kernel, she thinks that Carol ine is who she wants to be 

again.  This, of course, wi l l  change in Season Two.   

[16] In Season Two, Echo seems at first to have been successful ly 

wiped from the composite event she experienced in Alpha‟s chair.  We soon 

learn, however, that the traces of the imprints l inger with her.  Eventual ly, 

she is able to access every imprint she has ever had at wi l l.  At this point, 

Echo becomes an entity of her own, insisting that her “real name‟s Echo” 

(“The Attic” 2.10).  Thoroughly accepting the radical constructedness of her 

“essence,” she no longer views herself as the porch l ight waiting for 

Carol ine‟s return.  She has dozens of imprints in her brain, but she seems 

completely devoid of Carol ine. 6 In fact, in order to put the pieces of the 

larger narrative in place, she must access Carol ine, but when Carol ine‟s 



 

 

wedge is missing, she tel ls Adel le that whi le she did not take it, she is glad 

that i t was not there.  She is frightened by what the reintegration of her 

original identity wi l l do to her new one.  Even Topher, the scientist 

responsible for “creating” the personal it ies that get imprinted in the dol ls, is 

wary of what might happen after reintegrating the original, essential, 

personal ity into Echo‟s constructed psyche (“Getting Closer” 2.11).  Echo‟s 

traumatic kernel, represented by Carol ine, has the power to threaten Echo‟s 

existence as a coherent subject.  

[17] Before engaging in the epistemological drive that results in a 

rejoining with her traumatic kernel, Echo must enter the att ic, a complex 

network of intersect ing narratives out of which it is ostensibly impossible to 

break. The Attic is a nightmare landscape of horrors fueled by the adrenal ine 

produced by human brains under prolonged fear. This network composed of 

human brains (belonging to people who have proven to be a problem, in one 

way or another, for Rossum‟s overarching agenda) acts as a powerful 

processor—powerful enough to compose Rossum‟s mainframe.  Each brain in 

the attic is caught in a loop of nightmares based on that person‟s individual 

fears.  Each person is, then, caught in a story of their own creation that they 

are powerless to change.  Echo, of course, can change the story—her own 

and the stories of others.  Clyde Randolph, Boyd‟s original partner and co-

executive of Rossum and the first person to be put into the attic, is surprised 

that Echo and Dominic are aware.  He has been, to his knowledge, the only 

self-aware brain in the attic, but even he is powerless to change the story 

scenarios that define his immediate surroundings.  Echo, ever the hero, 

figures out that to change the story in the attic, she has to get out of i t and 

then help the others do the same.  To do this, she must die in the attic and 

resurrect once she f lat l ines in the physical world.  Changing the story in the 

attic entai ls exiting it, and the pieces of the story Echo learned whi le in the 

Attic give her what she needs to change the story outside of the Attic as 

wel l .   

[18] In “Epitaph One,” the way to Safe Haven is also to be accessed 

through narrative.  The major plot points needed to reconstruct the 

narrative, represented as fragments, are stored in the imprint chair. These 

fragments are downloaded via an earl ier version of Carol ine/Echo, the 

version that becomes embodied in a chi ld, dubbed by Zone as “Tiny Messiah” 



 

 

(“Epitaph Two: Return” 2.13).  Here, Echo is already reintegrated with 

Carol ine, which, coupled with the fact that this version of Carol ine/Echo is 

imprinted into a chi ld, seems to give her an extra  dose of posthuman 

mythos.  She now knows the way to Safe Haven, and she has insight into 

Echo herself, who is mildly uncomfortable with the dynamic this doubl ing 

creates. The fact that this double of Carol ine is a chi ld is significant.  Her 

interface with the world is necessari ly l imited by this chi ld‟s body.  She is 

not as tal l  or as strong as she is used to being; she has a l i tt le girl ‟s voice.  

Zone and Mag‟s reactions to her are understandably colored by the body 

Carol ine/Echo is wearing:  “Look around, Tiny Messiah, i t ‟s over,” Zone 

repl ies to Carol ine‟s hopeful statement that “we are lost; we are not gone” 

(“Epitaph Two: Return”).  Al l  of this serves to keep a humanist hero in play.  

What better representation than a walking reminder of that go-to humanist 

value, sexual reproduction?  Once arriving at Neuropol is, Tiny Messiah 

expects to confront Echo.  Mag asks her, “Is i t gonna be weird to meet 

yourself?  You know, face to your real face?” (“Epitaph Two: Return”).  We 

never know what her response to this question would be, as they are 

immediately attacked, but Tiny Messiah seems to take it al l  in stride.  She 

seems impressed by Echo‟s plan, showing an approving smile. Meeting with 

one‟s double is certainly not a new trope (J.J. Abrams seems particularl y 

fond of this trope, and it occurs in Buffy  several times), but this doubl ing 

consists of two different drafts of the same narrative self as wel l  as a 

doubl ing of the mind rather than the body. 7  After the rescue, Echo tel ls Paul 

what happened, adding, “I  think one of them was me” (“Epitaph Two: 

Return”).  Echo seems sl ightly disturbed by the doubl ing, whereas Tiny 

Messiah seems amused by the opportunity to watch herself, embodied in 

Carol ine, in action—and a self, i t should be noted, further along her 

narrative path.  

[19] Echo‟s final step towards a posthuman subjectivization is her 

shedding of desire. Unl ike Rossum executive Harding‟s pursuit of desire as 

he goes through body after body, Echo final ly transcends desires.  Just 

before enacting the plan to “bring back the world,” Adel le, the head of the 

Los Angeles dol lhouse turned Echo‟s al ly, says to Echo, “Funny that the last 

fantasy the dol lhouse would fulfi l l  would be yours.”  Echo repl ies, “I don‟t 

have any fantasies, Adel le” (“Epitaph Two: Return”).  Sti l l  reel ing from Paul ‟s 



 

 

death, Echo perhaps feels at this point that without Paul, there is nothing 

left to desire.  Finding Paul ‟s backup wedge, Echo effectively removes the 

desire that we as viewers know she does have for Paul by relocating that 

desire.  No longer stuck in a humanist dyad of self and other, Echo queers 

her relationship with Paul by al lowing deeper penetration than is possible for 

any human subject.  Her posthuman subjectivization changes the terms of 

the story— i t rearticulates the fulfi l lment of desire in such a way that  she 

transcends her desires and the mortal and physical constraints of humanity 

by al lowing Paul to be one of her selves.  She adds to her multi -voiced 

psyche a posthuman queering of subject -object relations resulting in  a multi-

voiced, internal ized fulfi l lment (theoretical ly) of desire. 8 

[20] To show the crucial di fference between a humanist version of a 

narrative onto-epistemology and a posthuman one, I want to draw from 

episode ten of season one (“Haunted”), in which Adel le‟s fr iend, Margaret, is 

resurrected from her wedge into Echo‟s body.  Margaret arranged this 

resurrection with Adel le so that she could go to her own funeral to see what 

people would say about her—to get, ostensibly, the truth (as long as the 

truth is good).  But she ends up doing more than that.  Convinced that she 

was murdered, Echo/Margaret‟s mission is to solve the murder. To solve a 

murder, particularly in the detective genre, one must put the pieces of a 

story together such that i t “al l  adds up.”   Like Echo‟s, then, Margaret‟s self-

fulfi l lment l ies in finding out the story.  Unl ike Echo, however, Margaret does 

not get to change the story itself.  She gets to read the ending, but whi le 

her connection with Adel le grants her a temporary and l ikely qu ite taunting 

taste of posthumanity, Margaret is thoroughly ensconced in the human.  She 

must die again, this time by wi l l ingly being wiped.  Indeed, as she is in the 

chair, waiting to be wiped (with no hope of resurrection), she asks Adel le i f  

she wi l l  see her l i fe flash before her eyes.  Adel le repl ies, “every single 

moment,” a clear echo of the visual representation uti l ized by the show of 

the fragmented self-stories that make up each dol l  in Active status. 9  

Resigned to her death, Margaret reaches an acceptance of her ontological 

status, engaging in the epistemological drive only to find closure.  Echo, on 

the other hand, comes to see her ontological status, her place within the 

intersecting discourses and structures of power, and her epistemological 

drive fol lows a trajectory that results in changing the system, changing the 



 

 

narrative. Not satisf ied with humanism, especial ly since she isn‟t strictly 

speaking, a human anymore, Echo effectively hacks into the narrative that 

she was told was a read-only fi le.   

 

Conclusion 

[21] Echo (with help from her friends, both external and internal) 

saved the world, but unl ike Buffy, she did not change it. She was part of the 

resistance to a force that inevitably and irrevocably changed the world, and 

she was a vital  part of the entire process of writing the story of humanity.  

But the telos of the narrative is at least in part a re-entrenchment of 

humanism.  Topher brings back the world, a badly scarred one, true, but 

nevertheless, the world is “as it should be”—Actuals are now the default 

once more.  Tiny Messiah gets the opportunity to start from where she left 

off as some other person.  Humanism fights back once again.  And it kind of 

wins.  But Echo, having spent her entire existence fulfi l l ing the polysemic 

metaphors of her name, becomes an echo of yet another kind, an echo of a 

posthuman evolution, a presence that, though residual, is now in the 

narrative system.  It is a presence that has the power to change the story.  

[22] But her echo extends even further than that.  Her status as a 

multi-authored subject, a clearly constructed being, echoes the multi -

authored nature of the narrative itself.  We should shift our focus from 

Whedon as sol i tary genius to comment on the col laborative storytel l ing that 

seems to happen when Whedon is creatively engaged.  In this phrasing the 

presence signified by Whedon‟s essential  being is merely a powerful ly 

resonating aspect of a system, a narrative system.  Whedon and company‟s 

posthumanism comes in the form of a fantasy (but a revi sed one) of 

authorial  agency—a fantasy that exhibits a plural i ty at multiple narrative 

levels. Caught in the metanarrative as much as in the narrative, a part of 

the form just as it is a part of the content, the col laborative nature of 

storytel l ing—the social and cooperative efforts of a system to create 

meaningful narratives— is a force of self-aware changing of the story, which 

thereby changes the self.  The act of accepting the constructed nature of the 

self is crucial  to Echo‟s survival and success.  Al l  of this is not to say that 

Whedon himself is not important.  He clearly is the powerful force behind the 



 

 

generation of these narratives. But ignoring the very conditions of the 

creation of the narrative can only lead to crit ical bl ind spots.  A serious ey e 

needs to be turned to the composition processes involved, to the plural i t ies 

in every stage of the narrative, in order to tease out some of the subtler 

components that might further our thinking on television narratives.  
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1 Adequately defining the difference between an identity and a subject 

deserves an extended treatment, but for the purposes of this discussion, the 

crit ical di fference l ies in agency and wi l l .  That is, Echo is certainly caught 

within structures of power, but she has a measure of agency regarding how 

she handles her placement as a self within these structures.  The separate 

personal it ies used to create Echo have neither wi l ls nor agencies of their 

own.  
2 This paper wi l l  deal almost exclusively with the traumatic kernel on 

the level of the psychic system.  Drawing paral lels to the larger social  

system is an easy jump, however. That is, the backdrop to the story of Echo 

is the story of the human race struggl ing to survive the results of i ts own 

destructive desires. Again and again  we are reminded that something 

traumatic resides at the core of being itself.  Adel le trades the tool to 

enslave humanity for reinstated power (“Meet Jane Doe” 2.7) , Topher doesn‟t 

look crit ical ly at what he is doing unti l  it is too late and he is trapped  within 

his own ideas (“Epitaph One” 1.13).  Like Wolfram and Hart before it, 

Rossum is the epitome of evi l  i tself.  Boyd seems to be the only noble 

character, and he turns out to be the Big Bad (“Getting Closer” 2.11).  

Humanity has a lot to answer for in  this storyworld.   
3 Second-order systems theory refers to the notion that the 

investigator or observer is caught up in the system being observed.  Clarke‟s 

use of system theory is drawn from the theories of Niklas Luhmann, a 

sociologist who borrowed from various interdiscipl inary epistemologies to 

develop a general theory of systems.  The major innovations in this theory 

include the removal of the subject as a concept (Luhmann reconceptual izes 

the subject through psychic systems), the importance of a system‟s 

differentiation from its environment as a way to reduce complexity through 

organization, and a system‟s abi l i ty to observe itself as a step to being able 



 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
to maintain and reproduce itself.  For more detai led explanations, see 

Luhmann‟s Social Systems.  For a more detai led exploration of second order 

cybernetics or systems theory as wel l  as a concise history of the evolution in 

cybernetic and systems theory, see N. Katherine Hayles‟s How We Became 

Posthuman .     
4 Katrina Blasinghame, David Kociemba, Rebecca Will iams, Judith 

Tabron, and Mark Peters have al l  written articles for Slayage  deal ing with fan 

communities and their contributions to the larger Buffy mythos.  
5 In Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Buffy is one in a long l ine of young girls 

chosen by an ancient patriarchal magic to stand between humanity and the 

forces of darkness.  Buffy finds that she has not only to fight vampires and 

demons but indeed the patriarchal structures sti l l  in place. Buffy breaks 

away from the Watcher‟s Counci l , the modern inca rnation of the patriarchal 

structure, and ends up forming her own, more feminist approach to fighting 

the evi ls of the world.  
6 Editors‟ note: In “Echoes” (1.7), Echo recal ls certain of Carol ine‟s 

memories. See Ginn, this issue.  
7 This trope is of course present in l i terature as wel l , but I purposeful ly 

pul l  examples from television, and relatively recent television at that.  In 

Buffy the Vampire Slayer, we see spl i tt ing or doubl ing of Xander (“The 

Replacement” 5.3), Wil low (“The Wish” 3.9 and “Doppelgangl and” 3.16), 

Buffy and Faith (“This Year‟s Girl” 4.15 and “Who Are You” 4.16). J.J. 

Abrams deals with doubl ing in Alias (“Doppelganger” 1.5 and “Double Agent” 

2.14, among others), and he does so extensively in Fringe, as almost 

everyone has a double in the alternate universe.   
8 This reading of Paul ‟s integration into Carol ine‟s psyche ignores the 

fact that i f the show had continued under these conditions, there would 

undoubtedly be a host of problems resulting from this sidestepping of desire.  

For example, can a psychic integration that never al lows for physical 

intimacy be satisfying, or would it be more frustrating than merely accepting 

Paul ‟s death?  These are questions that cannot be answered with the 

narrative closure occurring where it does.  Even so, her strategy, regardless 

of potential  problems, reveals her creative ways of changing the story.   
9 This visual representation of the one‟s l i fe flashing before one‟s eyes 

is uti l ized when the dol ls are wiped as wel l  as in the opening credits of the 

show. 


